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A year working like no other; a report including 30,000
global responses on the impact Covid 19 has had on our
working lives.



So what does our data tell us? Results from WorkL’s Happiness Test show that
relationships between employer and employee have never been stronger.  Many
are happy with how their managers have responded to the challenges of WFH and
prioritised their wellbeing. However, alarming statistics point towards disparities
between ethnic, gender and age groups; such as white men and women feeling
significantly more satisfied with their renumeration than any other ethnic group.

In June 2020 we saw a happiness high, restrictions eased, employees had adjusted
to a new normal and there was hope for the months ahead. Now, after a
challenging winter and 2 further lockdowns we are 10% down on the June score.
Hope may be on the horizon as vaccinations numbers climb and an end to
lockdown has been mapped out. But, employers still face some tough questions
from employees who are craving stability. After a whole year of teaming, zooming,
juggling caring responsibilities and being away from loved ones, it’s never been so
important to look to the future and revaluate what it means to be happy at work.

Since 2017, WorkL has been finding out how happy people are at work. We’ve
managed to compare employee sentiment by age, gender, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability, company, industry and country. This report looks at the past
year in review, examining how political, social and economic events have impacted
employee happiness across demographic groups and WorkL's Six Step methodology.

                  we mark the first anniversary of the UK going into lockdown. A necessary
act to prevent the spread of COVID-19, social distancing measures forced the UK
to work from home with millions being furloughed in the process.  It's been a
turbulent year, with three lockdowns and the unemployment rate rising to its
highest rate for five years.  As the country comes to terms with its economic woes,
people will be evaluating their job security and wanting certainty as to how they
will work in the future as the country gradually eases out of lockdown and wakes
to a new world of work.
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ForewordForeword  

Is the five day working week a
thing of the past? Will we see a

hybrid way of working?

Holly PriceHolly Price
Development Director
at WorkL
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Employers and employees
come up with innovative

solutions to ease transition
to WFH.

Necessity is the

mother of  invention

A great month

for mental health

are happy

WFH

87.9%87.9%

The workforce

bounces back! 

+20.8%+20.8%
Workplace happiness

recovers! 

April & May

Office life is
no more

A score over 50% is
alarming, but unsurprising
given the amount of
uncertainty surrounding
jobs and the workplace
during the first lockdown.

50.7% of people said they
often felt anxious or

depressed about work 

After a turbulent month,
the UK comes to grips with

WFH.

+16.8 %+16.8 %76 %76 %

73.1% of workers believe that
their employer cares for their
wellbeing - a huge jump of
16.8% from March

76% of workers believe
that their employers treat
them with respect.

Employees' demands

are being listened to 

Founder of Soapsmith

& WorkL Ambassador

Your year in workplace happiness.Your year in workplace happiness.

54.6%54.6%

50.7%50.7%
UK goes into
National Lockdown

Workplace happiness

is at an all time low

March

54.6%

75.4%

71.7%

83.7

Average Workplace
Happiness 2020 - 2021

March records all time lowest 

 happiness scores.

Soapsmith, like many companies, has had to adapt over the past year with how we
work. From implementing a covid-safe working environment, taking care of the
people who help create our products, to ensuring cross-functional teams working
remotely continue to feel motivated and part of the team. What we have learnt
over the past year is to take time to ask people how they are doing – taking time for
a cuppa tea (even if it’s socially distanced or on zoom), and above all, ensuring we
never take our or each other’s mental health for granted.

Social distancing
measures are relaxed  

School's back for

the summer! 

June

Elements of

normality restored 

WorkL take:

Easing of childcare
responsibilities as schools
go back facilitates a
necessary work life balance

Separation of work and
home life is incredibly
important for a happy

workforce

Rarely feel anxious or
depressed about work

77.5 %77.5 %

Yearly Happiness  Peaks!

Working from home and parenting at the same time has been a source of immense friction and
struggle in most households, Unfortunately research shows that the onus of home schooling has
fallen on women and that this has taken a huge toll of women's abilities to perform at work and
at home and within their personal lives. I think it is utterly fair to say that the stress caused to
women as they try to achieve unreachable goals in all areas has caused a rise in mental health
issues. It has been unprecedented times but, yet again, we see women taking on the burden of
the family and work. All sorts of issues come in to play around how we rate ourselves and judge
ourselves and it led most of us to breaking point. The only way to survive this is to somehow let go
of that judgement - we are not teachers, we are not necessarily home makers. We need our self
worth bolsetered up and men need to step up and do their share of all this.

Psychotherapist,

Journalist 

& WorkL Advisor

Sam JamesonSam Jameson

Lucy CavendishLucy Cavendish
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The pandemic and shift to working from home has brought
benefits to many but employers have had to evolve in order
to continue to support their workforce. The impact on
developing employees has been significant and 2021 will be
perhaps the year when employers re-engage with their
teams and address development gaps.

Average
workplace
happiness

Have individuals of different race, gender and age been effected differently 
by working during the pandemic?

>1% >2% >0.5%

How happy
am I working
from home 

Wellbeing
about work

score 

>0.5%

I am treated
with respect by
my employer 

Survey

question 

% change

from 

Sept - Jan 

The WFH Revolution 

Jul-Feb A New Equilibrium:Jul-Feb A New Equilibrium:  

Workplace Happiness stabilisesWorkplace Happiness stabilises

From July onwards,

WorkL's data dashboard

shows consistency

across key happiness

metrics.

70.1%

69.5%

71.3%

69.9%

72.9%

70.3%

70.6%

70.7%

The way we work has changed forever:

WorkL posts hundreds of
'remote only' positions
including jobs with
industry giants: BBC,
Facebook and Amazon

Online searches for home
office solutions on
Humanscale's website
doubled in 2020 and have
continued to increase
throughout early 2021 

Zoom becomes
a $ billion
company 

Personal relationships effectPersonal relationships effect

professional outlookprofessional outlook
Happiness starts at the topHappiness starts at the top

As we saw in June, the people and
environment around us have a significant
impact on how we feel about work. Restrictions
easing and the introduction of the Social
Bubble rule had a huge positive effect on
mental health and wellbeing at work.

Even when workplace happiness suffered,
employees always felt respected and listened
to. WorkL's data showed that the demands of
the pandemic didn't alter employer's focus on
their workforce's satisfaction.Employees felt that their

employers cared more about
their wellbeing in Lockdown 1
than Lockdown 3. Employers
must continue to find ways to
motivate their workforce as

we continue to combat
uncertainty

WorkL Tip:

Has everyone felt the same?Has everyone felt the same?

Black, female employees are the least likely to feel
empowered to make decisions - scoring just 57%. 

White male and female respondents are happier with their
renumeration compared to all other ethnicities. This is
alarming and must act as a wakeup call to employers to
review pay systems and transparency

AgeAge
Younger people have suffered
most in lockdown.

19-34 year olds are 14% less likely
to feel as if they are doing
something worthwhile than 35+

People aged 45+ are happier with
their working environment

GenderGender

People from 19-44 score lowest
when asked if their employer cares
for their wellbeing

EthnicityEthnicity

A 2% difference between men and women when asked
whether their views are heard at work. Although only
marginal, this demonstrates that the strive towards true
equality in the workplace must actively continue

WorkL Tip:
If you think your employer could improve your workspace
flag this with them. When WFH  it is hard to see when
employees are struggling or are uncomortable and will
want to help!

But some things never change: 

Global Head of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion  at Dr Martins,

Co-Founder Rocking Ur Teens 

(partners of WorkL) 

Geoffrey WilliamsGeoffrey Williams  

I am being 

developed
This survey question was a low
scorer for everyone, regardless of
ethnicity. Despite average
happiness increasing since pre-
pandemic, professional
development is clearly a key area
of development 

Make sure to set goals
with your manager and
review them regularly.
This will help motivate

you, enrich your skill set
and improve overall

happiness! 

WorkL Tip:



Becca Smith 
00447766522305

becca@sistersmithpr.com
www.sistersmithpr.com

Suzi Smith 
00447766522306

suzi@sistersmithpr.com
www.sistersmithpr.com

This is quite possibly the most important report on workplace happiness we’ve ever produced, in
one of the most challenging years for people. It’s important for us to all learn lessons from a year

of working from home but most importantly WorkL is looking ahead to the future and
anticipating that as we slowly move back to normalcy there will be a period of uncertainty for

many people. Be it the end of furlough, or the prospect of going back into the office a few days
a week or even full time, we are all going to have to adjust once more. But what we can hope for
is that the high scores from our happiness test continue to stay high and increase as we all take

the best bits from working from home and become happier at work.

Lord Mark Price, WorkL Founder 
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Work Life Balance

The three things we've learned aboutThe three things we've learned about

workplace happiness this year:workplace happiness this year:

School is not just for kids: balancing child care and workplace responsibilities was one of the
biggest challenges for many parents over lockdown. When schools reopened, we saw average
workplace happiness go up by 12% proving just how important children's education social
activity and care are too a healthy work life balance.

Instability Hurts Happiness

In a year of unprecedented turbulence, you always found a way to stay positive. Even in the face
of a global pandemic WorkLers remained optimistic about adapting to new ways of working
and maintained positive relationships with their employers. Despite facing continual
adjustments to their working life, individuals felt proud to work for their organisations - with
scores above average workplace happiness for 11/12 months! 

You are resilient!

At the start of the pandemic, widespread uncertainty about the future brought the lowest
happiness scores of the year. As work life stabilised and workers adjusted to the new normal,
workplace happiness found a new equilibrium. It seems that no matter how we work,
consistency and stability are key components of a happy working life.


